An inversion loop seen in heteroduplex mapping of the DNA of mature Mu phage induced from a lysogen is observed also in defective X phage carrying one end of Mu. 14% of the DNA of Mu, including this region, designated the G loop, is shown to be to the right of all known genes in the prophage map. The inhomogeneous ends of Mu are observed as a separate phenomenon and appear in all mutants investigated. The recA and recBC functions of the host are not needed for the inversion responsible for the G loop to take place. Deletions of Mu DNA in the G-loop region have been isolated and are under study.
When a temperature-inducible mutant of bacteriophage Mu-1 cIts is induced from a lysogen, the DNA of the phage in the burst is inhomogeneous in two respects (1) . When the DNA is denatured, reannealed, and observed in an electron microscope, the inhomogeneities show up as single-stranded split ends in virtually all of the duplexes* and in the form of a nonhomology loop in 30-50% of the duplexes (Fig. 1A ).
This loop, about 3000 base-pairs long (8% the length of Mu) has been shown to be due to an inversion (2) .
We took advantage of a set of hybrids between X and Mu we had constructed (3) to determine the relation between the physical position of the G loop and the genetic map. We have investigated several different mutants of Mu with respect to the heteroduplex structures, and grown MucIts under various conditions, to determine requirements for loop formation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacteria and Bacteriophage. W31 10, a prototrophic strain of Escherichia coli K-12, was the host for all Mu and MucIts phage. The donor strains for the recA and recBC alleles, which we crossed into W3110, were the gift of A. J. Clark. MucIts 61 and MucIts 62 were the gift of Martha Howe. Mu (nil) and Mu (gov) were the gift of A. Toussaint.
Preparation of Phage Stocks. Growth of noninducible phage on plate stocks is described by Boram and Abelson (3) . Each stock used for electron-microscope preparations of DNA originated from a single plaque. MucIts was induced from a rapidly growing culture of a lysogen, by the procedure described by Howe (4) . Each stock was prepared from a single colony of the lysogen. Phage were purified by banding on cesium chloride equilibrium gradients. * This is contrary to our report (1) (7), depending on the orientation of Mu in the Mu-induced chlD mutant from which the hybrid arose (8) (Fig. 2) .
Prophage Mu has the same gene order as vegetative Mu (9), so we supposed that the genes carried on XdpglMu phages are near the physical ends of the mature phage genome. If the region of the G loop is within the piece of Mu DNA contained in a particular hybrid phage, and if the inversion responsible for the loop can occur with only the piece of Mu present in the hybrid, we could hope to see G loops upon selfrenaturation of the denatured hybrid.
Phage in a given series of XdpglMus result from a single integration event into the chlD gene of E. coli, so all the phage in a given series contain DNA from the same end of Mu in different amounts because they arise from independent excision events. To first ascertain which end of the Mu map contains the loop, we used phage 8030 carrying genes c, A, and B (left end of Mu) and phage 6d carrying genes P, Q, R, and S (right end of the map). Upon denaturation and selfannealing, G loops were observed in DNA from XdpglMu (6d) but never in DNA from XdpglMu (8030 By using phages in the 6 series that rescue fewer markers than XdpglMu (6d) (Fig. 2) , we could more precisely map the G loop in relation to known genes. The results are tabulated in Table 1 . The appearance of the G loop in XdpglMu (6b) shows that there is a region on the right end that contains no known essential genes and encompasses the G loop. This region is 14% the length of vegetative Mu and extends from the split-end fork leftward.
Appearance of G loops and split ends in Mu mutants
Wild-type Mu is not inducible (4). High-titer stocks can be obtained by lytic growth on plates or in broth. Denaturing and self-annealing of Mu+ gave populations of heteroduplex molecules that had characteristic split ends, but fewer than 0.5% G loops. All mutants of noninducible Mu inspected have completely inhomogeneous ends and no G loops (Table 2) . * Split ends were seen in more than 90% of Mu-length molecules scanned in most preparations; complete duplexes were assumed to be molecules that had never denatured completely.
t Each of these independently isolated temperature-inducible mutants has been induced from recA and recBC lysogens as well as from a rec+ lysogen; results were identical (see text).
$ A mutant unable to promote the integration of an integrationdefective X (10) .
§ A mutant with defective superinfection immunity in the prophage state (Toussaint and Faelen, manuscript in preparation).
The temperature-inducible mutant can be grown lytically at 370. No G loops were seen when the mutant was grown this way. Heteroduplexes between Mu+ and the other phages listed in Table 2 show that the G region is in the same orientation with respect to the rest of Mu DNA in all these molecules.
If MucIts is induced from a RecA or RecBC strain, the frequency of G loops formed upon denaturation and self-annealing is the same as in induction from Rec + bacteria.
Deletions of the G-loop region
We selected a series of mutants of Mu that band at a lower density in CsCl gradients than does Mu+. Two of these mutants were purified, and heteroduplexes were formed with Mu+ DNA to determine if a portion of the DNA is deleted. In both cases we observed a single-stranded loop about the length of the G loop (Fig. 1D) at the position of the G loop on the DNA (Table 3) , indicating a deletion of that region in the DNA of the less dense phage. Self-annealed populations of the deleted DNA showed split ends of characteristic length, and were shorter than Mu+ DNA by the length of the G loop. These phages with deleted DNA grow normally and lysogenize the host with the same efficiency as does the wild type.
DISCUSSION
The appearance of G loops in XdpglMu (6b) 4 . Detailed structure of phage 6d. Because X integrates in a specific orientation and its vegetative ends must be present in the hybrid, we are able to draw a complete map of XdpglMus from the measurements in Table 1 . The short segment of X on the left end of the hybrid is about 18% of X from the left end of the X vegetative map, so should include through gene G. Other phage in the 6 series vary in the amount of Mu they carry and in the amount of X, as each arises from an independent excision of X from the host chromosome carrying Mu. Total length of XdpglMu = x + y + 1.0 (see Fig. 3 ).
Mu Inversion Loop 2155 (2) . A phage function required for the inversion would not be under immunity control; indeed, it might only be turned on in the prophage.
Since numerous independent stocks of lytically grown Mu grown from single plaques all have the same orientation of the G region, it is likely that a particular orientation is preferred for lytic growth.
Mu acquires inhomogeneous DNA on the right end of the molecule under all growth conditions and in all mutants studied. The amount of inhomogeneous DNA is the same in two mutants that have 8% of their DNA deleted, so the phenomenon does not appear to be a mechanism for assuring uniform length of Mu DNA. Acquisition of inhomogeneous end DNA seems to be uncorrelated with the appearance of the G inversion.
That the G region is not essential to phage development is indicated by the fact that no amber mutants have been mapped in that region and, further, by the isolation of mutants deleting the G region. Preliminary observations suggest that the G-loop region may be preferentially deleted.
